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By Kenneth Msqolis 
A theoretical investigation of the supersanic wave drag of nonlifting 
sweptback tapered wings having thin symmetrical double-wedge airfoil 
sections with maximum thickness at 50 percent chord has been presented Ln 
NACA TN No. 1h-48. The present paper extends the investigation to include 
"supersonic" maximm+thictiess edges; that is, the flight velocity component 
normal to the line of maximum thictiess is supersonic. Thts condition 
exists at Mach numbers for which the-Mach lines have angles of sweep 
greater than that of the line of maximum thictiess. 
For wings of equal root bending stress (and hence of different aspect 
ratio) and given sweepback, taper increases the wing wave-drag coefficient 
at Mach numbers for which the maximut+thickness line is moderately supersonic 
and has negligible effect at higher Mach numbers. This trend is similar to 
that evidenced by the effect of high aspect ratio for even sweepback and 
taper ratio. Comperisons on the basis of constant aspect ratio for given 
sweepback, however, indicate a decrease of the drag coefficient with taper 
at Mach numbers corresponding to moderately supersonic mex~thiclmess 
lines and a negligible effect due to taper at the higher Mach numbers. 
For given taper ratio and aspect ratfo, increased sweepback increases the 
drag coefficient at Mach numbers for which the thickness line iB 
supersonic. 
~ODUCTION 
m reference 1, equations are derived end calculations eze presented 
for the supersonic wave drag of awe&back tapered wings with thin symnet- 
rical doubl-edge secticms with mximunthic'kness at 50 percent chord 
(that is, rhombic profiles) at zero lif't. The range 0fMachnmiber ccm- 
sidered in reference 1 is between 1.0 end the value corresponding to the 
condition where the Mach lines ace parallel to the maximum--thickness lFne, 
that is, the Mach nuniber range corresponding to "subacmic*' mximum- 
thickness lines. (When the flight velocity c 
""j 
cmentnomalto an edge is 
subsonic, the edge is termed a "subsonic" edge. This conditim exists 
at Mach nmibers for which the Mach lties have angles of sweep less than 
that of the line of maximum thickness. 
The.present paper com@etes the wave4rag investigation of nonlifting 
tapered wings by extending the Mach number range to include "supersonicfl 
mxdnnm+Wc~ess lines; that is, the region where the Mach lines have 
angles of sweep greater than that of the Une of -imum thictiess. 
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Accordingly, equations are derived for the supersonic wave drag Of 
sweptback tapered wings with thin rhombic sections at zero lift. Calcu- 
lations are presented for aom representative plmforma. As in 
reference 1, the airfoil sections audxing tips are chosen parsUe to 
the dIrection of flight, and the angle of swee2back ie referred to that 
of the liue of mximum thickness. For purposes of-completeness, the 
results obtained Inreference 1 for the lower supersonic Mach numbers am 
included in the dl~cussion end conclusions of the present investigation. 
SYMBOLS 
XI Y> = Cartesian coordinates 
v veIooity in flight direction 
P density of air 
AP 
9 
cp 
pressure increment 
Qnamicpreasure 
disturbance-velocity potential 
M Machnumber 
j3 =&ET 
dz/ti -. 'slope of airfoil suzcface, measured in flight direction 
r a root semichord, masured in flight -directLon 
C chord length at spantise~station y, measured in flight 
direction 
t mximum thi~kn9~~ of section at spanwise station y 
A angle of weep of naaximum-thickness line,mdegrees 
mo alope of line of maximum thicknsse (cot A) 
slope of x&-q leading edge 
slope of wing -trailing edge 
b span of wing 
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d=‘b/2 
mo 
s wing area 
A aspect ratio 
x taper ratio (ratio of tip chord to root chord) 
section wave-drag coefficient at spsnwise atation y 
exclusive of tip effect 
%ip 
increment in section wave-drag coefficient at spanwise 
station y due to tip 
'd 
% 
c, tip 
section wave-drag coefficient at spanwise station y 
c 'a00 + '&tip 1 
wing wave-drag coefficient exclusive of tip effect 
increment in wing wave-drag coefficient due to tip 
wing wave-drag coefficient 0, + atip 
c 1 
. Subscript s refers to conditions at root 
ANALYSIS 
The aflalysis is essentially that used in references 1 and 2. A 
brief outline of the basic equations is included for convenience, 
The assumptions of small disturbances and a constancy of sonic 
velocity throughout the fluid lead to the linearized equation for the 
disturbance-velocity potential cp 
(1) 
where M is the Mach number of th3 flow and the derivatives are taken 
with respect to the variables x, y, and z of the Cartesian coordinate 
system. Cn ths basis of this linear theory a solution for a uniform 
semi-infinite sweptback line of sources is derived in reference 2. Ths 
pressure field assoc'&ted with this solution corresponds to that over an 
airfoil of wedge section. The pressure coefficient Ap/q at a spanwise 
station y and point x along the wedge is, for p I: 1, 
ml 
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and, for P > &, 
where ml is the slope of -the leading edge of the wing, dz/dx is the 
tangent of the half=wWQe engle (approx. equal to half-wedge f3ngls since 
the angle is.small), p = and the origin ofShe line source is 
taken at (0,O). In the region between the leading edge,and the Mach COIB 
the real part of cos" 
x - Jq"Y 
61s 
is constant 
- m7x 
and equal to SC. Equation (2b) then reduces to ' '- I* ' 
c3A 
Thedistribution of pressure over sweptback wings of desired plan 
formand profile is obtained by superposition of scdution13 for wedge-type 
airfoils. Reference 1 adequately describes the- superpositions necessary 
to satisfy the boundary conditions over the surface of a tapered wing of 
rhombic section, and therefore the procedure will not be restatid herein. 
Figure 1 shows the distributions of sinks and sources for a tapered wing 
and identifies the system of axes and the symbols associated with the 
derivation of the drag equations. 
The disturbances CaUBed by the eleme&ry line eources and sinks 
are limited to--the regions enclosed by their Mach cones. Figure 2 shows 
the Mach lb configuration for the tapered-wing plan forms and Indicates 
ths regions of. the wing affected by each line source'and. sink. For 
purposes of simplification the tapered wings considered were restricted 
to those with no tip effects other than-the effects each tip exerts on its 
own half of the wing. For a Wing of taper ratio 0, no tip effects need 
be consi-dered since. the. Mach lfnes originating at the tip do not enclose 
any part of.tha wing. --- . _ - .. .' 
. 
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The pressure coefficients obtained from superposition of solutions 
@ven in evtians (2) are converted into drag cmfficients by the 
. following relations: 
CD = $ 
/2 
CdC as 
4 =- 
S 
(3) 
where b is the wing span, S is the wing area, dz/dx is the slope of 
the airfoil surface, ana L.E. ana T.E. denote lea- edge ana trailing 
edge, respectively. 
DERIXATION OF GENERALI ZED EaUATIOXS 
By appropriate superposition of solutions for wedge-type airfoils, 
the pressure field is obtained for a tapered wing with leading edge, 
trailing edge, and 1Fne of maximum thidmess sweptback. The drag equaticm 
are derived for half of the wing since the drag is aidributea symmt- 
rically over both halves. The inauced erfects of the opposite half-wing 
are represented by the conjugate terms in the integrands of the drag 
integrals. 
For a rhombic profile, 
a2 
l-l 
t 
ax = c 
where t/c is the section thickness ratio. The generalizedequations for 
supersonic wave drag exclusive of tip effects e& obtained as f'oll.ms 
(see fig. 3 for itiormation pertinent 'to integratim limits): 
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I 
b/2 - ‘cscBo 3-c 
8(t/~)~ = 4(t/c)2 C&C as 
0 
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, 
, 
=%a 51 = 
8(t/c)2 4(t/c)2 
C&C as 
t&b) 
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where 
A= cash -1 
x .+ a + mlP2y -1 x +. a 
ply + ml(x + a) 1 + 'Osh 
- rnlP2Y 
B IY - ml(x + a) 1 
-I 
B 
x+moBfY 
= cos-+ p ,y + mdc, + CO? -1 x - yoa2S: 
3/Y:- m'dcl 
C 
-= x +. a + qP2y 
= CO8 
SlY + ml(x + a) 1 + 'OS 
-1 x + a - mlp2y 
Ply - ml(x + a) 1 
It should be noted that equations (4) givethe drag for plan-form 
configurations where the tip is placea farther spenwise.than the points 
of intersection-between the Mach lines and the trailing edge. (See fig. 3*) , 
Deletion of certain integrals and appropriate changes in the y limits 
of other integrals may be made for configurations where the tip is placed 
nearer the root-chord. These equations are evaluated ma the resulting l 
section wave-drag ma wing wave-drag formulas for all tapered plan forms 
are presented in appendix A. 
As stated previously, the tapered wings considered'have no tip effects 
other than those that each tip exerts on its own half of the wing; that is, 
the Mach lines from one tip do not enclose any part of the opposite half- 
wing. This condition is expressed mathematically as follows: - 
Aspect ratio = km1 
a(1 + h) ' (1 + X)(1 + mlP) 
where h is the taper ratio.~~~{~~~~. It can bs seen from 
equation (5) that this sim&ification does notmaterially limit the range 
of Mach number that may be considered. Ln fact, since these equations 
involve only Mach numbers corresponding to eupersonic mexirmz+thickness 
lines, the limiting effect imposed in equation (5) is found to be negligible. . 
(5) 
-- 
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, 
. 
The wave-drag contribution of the tip is (fig. 3): 
=b5~ml+2[- /=@ i” 
t “02a(l+qP ) -mlqp I mgd(l+qP ) -q(a+Py ) 
D&W 
ml(l+m$) - ml 
m%ip 
J 
I v 
51 
8(t/c)2 = W/d2 qp2a(l+yP)-zhlgp 'dtipC dy 
ml(l+m$) 
f 
mo2a (l+mlP ) -ml%a ‘Y+y 
ml(l+m$) * r m2 -t 1 D&d-Y 
~d(l+yP)-~lm2a mod(l+~P)-~(a+By) 
ml (l+m$ > 
J 
ml 
(6) 
. 
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where _-.. I . 
, 
D = cash-l ml(x + a) - mod - %282 (9. - mea) 
q3l Y - q(x + a)1 
x - 
E = cos-1 
d - y)P2(Y - %a) 
, PIY - WI 
1 For P ? mj 
f& 
equation (6) --is still valid if il- is changed to .' . ..L'... .j 1 
.- 
1 and the ir%erbe hyperbolic function cash -I is changed to 
the inverse cosine function COB -1 . . 
Equation (6) was. solved For section wave drag and wing wave drag, 
and the results are presented-in appendix B. The total wave-drag coef- 
ficients are then obtained by the following relations: 
. 
(7) 
The value of CD 
tip 
is found to be identically equal to zero for all 
cases satisfying the limitations imposed in eqmtion (5) and, hence, 
cD = CD for the tapered tiingsconsidered. co 
RESULTS AED DISCXJSSION 
The formilas presented in the appendixes apply to all conventimal 
taper ratios (OI; h.S 1). For the particular case of taper ratio 1 
(untaperedplan form) the equatims presented in appendix A of reference 3 
. 
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are in a more convenient form for calculation purposes; Calculati~s 
presented for wings with subsonic ma&mm&hickness lines are based on 
the formulae of reference 1. 
Calculations are made for some typical tapered plan forms and also 
for a family of tapered wings considered in reference 1; members of a 
family are characterized by constant sweepback of the line of maximrun 
thiclmess and a constant value of the psrametar %oment of wing erea about 
the root chord divided by tho product of the root chord and the square of 
the root thiclmess." This area+oment condition is intendea to imply that, 
to a first approximation, the root bending stress. is the same for sU 
members of any family having the same thickness ratio. (See fig. 5 of 
reference 1 for further details.) 
Section wave drag.- manwise distributions of section wave drag for 
wings of taper ratio 0, 0.5, anti 1.0 are presented in figure 4 for a Ma&. 
number of 3, aspect ratio 2, and sweepback of 60~. These representative 
spantisa drag distributions for wings with supersonic maximur+thiclmess 
lines differ markedly from those obtained at lower speeds where the wing 
is awept well behind the Mach lines. All sections have positive drag at 
speeds corresponding to supersonic maximum-thicmess lines, whereas, at 
the lower &ch numbers, 
(See figs. 
outb0ara sections experience negativa drag. 
6 to 10 of reference 1.) 
Wing wave drag.- Veriations of wing wave-drag coefficient with Mach 
number for constant-aspect-ratio wings of taper ratios 0 and 1.0 and 60~ 
swee2back are presented in figures 5(a) and 5(b) for aspect ratios 2 and 3, 
respectively. For wings of constant aspect ratio, taper increases the 
drag coefficient at Mach numbers for which the msximun+thic~ass line is 
substantially subsonic, decreases the drag coefficient in the intermediate 
range, and has negligible effect when the meximLu&&ickness line is highly 
supersonic. For comparison purposes, the result for the straight wing of 
infinite aepect ratio (two-dimensional case) is included in figures 5 
to 7. A typical variation in wing wave-drag coefficient with Mach number 
is shown in figure 6 for wings of equal root bending stress. (The data for 
the curves between Mach numbers 1 and 2 are taken from fig. 12 of 
reference 1.) Taper is shown to reduce the wing mve-drag coefficient at 
Mach numbers for which the maxQnm+thiclmass line is substantially subsonic, 
increase the drag coefficient in the intamdiate range, and have little 
effect when-the ~thickness line is highly supersonic. These trends 
are similar to the ones shown by the effect of high aspect ratio on the 
wave-drag coefficient of wings for a given taper ratio. (Sea fig. 7.) 
It must be remembered, however, that for the wings of equal root bending 
stress, those with greater taper have higher aspect ratios, and hence the 
drag behavior of these wings is, in effect, due to aspect-ratio variations. 
Vsriation of wing wave-drag coefficient with sweepback for taper 
ratio 0.5 and aspect ratio 2 at a Kach number of 3 (supersonic maximum- 
thickness line) is shcrim in fimre 8. Increased sweepback increases the 
drag rather than decreases the drag as is the case at lower Mach numbers, 
that is, for subsonic maxmthictiass lines. Calculations at other 
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Mach numbers show similar results for the effect of sweepback. It should 
be borne in mind, however, that a cmstant aspect ratio was matitadned; 
that is, ticreased sweepback was obtained by sliding each section rearward 
rather than rotating the,wing pauels rearward. 
coNcLusIoNs 
The theoretical investigation of superscnic wave -wag of swepthack 
tapered wWgs a-t zero lift tith thin symmetrfoal double-wedge sections 
with msximm thickuess at 50 percent chord (rhombic profiles) haa been 
extended to Fnclude "supersmicfi maxImzm&hickness lines; that is, the 
flight velocity compcment normal. to the line of maximum thiclcuess is 
supersmic. This conditicm exist&at Mach nmibers-for which the Mach 
lines have angles of.sweep greater than that of the line of maximum thick- 
nesa. For purposes of corxqletecess, the results obtained in NACA TN No. 1448 
for "subsonic" msxdmm+thickuess lines- axe included in the followTug 
conclusIlmls. 
1. For wings of constant aspect ratio and given sweepback, taper 
increasea the wing wave-drag coefficient at Mach numbers for which-the 
maximm&hicknass line is substantially subsonic; decreases the drag 
coefficient In the nem-sonic through moderately supersonic range, and 
has negligible effect when the maximm&hickness 1Fne is highly supersonic. 
2. For given sweep at.@ taper ratio, higher asps& ratios reduce the 
wing wave-drag coefficient at Mach numbers for whichthe lfne of maximum 
thickness is substautia.Uy subsonic, Fncrease the drag coefficient in 
the Internedlate range, and have negligible effect when the maxImu+ 
thickness line is highly supersonic. 
3. For wWgs of equal root beMiPg stress and given sweepback, taper 
reduces the win@; wave-drag coefficient at Mach numbers for which the 
maximm+thiclmess line is substantially subsmic, ticreases the drag 
coefficient in the intermediate range, snd has negligible effect when the 
rmximr+thickness line is highly supersonLc. 
4. For' given taper ratio asd aspect ratio, increased sweepback 
reduces the wing wav- coefficient. at speeds cmresponaing to subsonic 
maximum-thickness lines and ticreases the drag coefficient when the 
maximm&hickness line is supersonic. 
I.angley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics 
bngley Field., Va., February 25, 1948 
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ETALUATION OF %YJATIoNS (4) FOR SECTION MAT-I! 
DRAGAND~GDRAGZXCLUSIVX OF 
Section Drag 
'=d,C 
=A+B 
WC) 2 
. 
=A+C 
where 
. 
for osy4 -2 
Pq - 1 
13 
cosh'l d1 - wJp2) + w _ 2 cosh'i 1 + ml%2 
q+o - ml) - =WPl\ ml 
Yy+Jq+-+ m -1 y(1 + mlyq + 2-2 
mlm2 
cash 
~Jrml+m2)+2arqm21 
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y@2 - 4 - - y@ - mdn2p2) -.=2 
mom2 CosL1 PIY(& - %> - -21 I 
and 
1 For B> -, 
% 
fled c . -. 
"(t,ZJ2 
=A+B+C . 
=B+C+D 
=C+D+E 
=D 
ml 2 -0 CYZ- 
Pm2 - 1 PqJ - 1 
283n2 
am, - 1 
cy$y,d 
. 
. 
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l 
where 
+ +1- 4 + 2=y2 CO8 -1 y@ - ?Lm$2) + p?2 
"1"2 qyp2 - md - 2amlm2[ 1 
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and 
Fling Drag 
For 
n’sc& -- 
8&C) 2 
=A+B 
=A+C 
where :: :: 
+ mo[t% + mJd + am,12 co&-l c+ mom?+ + a 
(no + ml) i/x "lk? -+ m1)d + =q 
ml 
m,.,d > 2 
Pm2 - 1 
, 
. -. 
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. 
cash-' 1 
msp 
ax2 
IYyq :Osh 
-1 1 + P2m12 
yP 
_ [P2 + m+lo + -PJ2 1 + mlnq2)dmg + 2% 
2m2(nl + m2)J1-p2m12 cosh-1 P [@l + 9)% + 2alm2j 
. 
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a + 
2 
0 
and 
. 
. 
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. 
. 
For p=l md m$j ""2 
ml Bnq! - 1' 
m%a 
8(i/c)2 = 
4a2ml%3 
- (-2 _ m12y~ cos-1 - 
: amo~m$l) 
2=12% 
cod- -Lc yl + m,) (3m1 - %) p&G @ 
a?a2m02 
-1-L + 
a2n.ymo2 
COB 
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For P = $ and m()d> am2 
Pm2 - 1' 
+ a%m02 + 
( %+m 2 
I- 
v P2m02 - 1 L 
. l/ n 
+ %l(mo2 - ,1-q, - aml~//m12(a + d)= - dk2 
mo2 2 - ml 
0 d) t-*12(am2+ fq-J 
m2@22 - rn12) 
. 
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. 
@?I2 
- l- 'Oeh 
-1 1 + &al2 
2j3ml 
+ 2a2mom23 -1 
am2 - d+)@2%2 - 1) 
( "22 - m@m cos "m22p 
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%yo + (y+mg) Bs”-l aj_ cod- -+ 
i 
"%J =A+B.+C 
8(t/c12 
=B+C+D 
=C+D+E 
=F 
for 
Elmz. <q+ 
&mo 
pm -1 2 Py) - 1 
-+2 .+mod > 
/3m -1 2 
. 
. 
’ 
2; 
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. . 
where 
. 
A= 
B= 
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C 
4a2,0y2 
= - 
( 3m1 - %)(m, + 4 l/m 
cod -$ 
, 
. . 
, 
. 
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. 
, 
. 
+ 
. . M-L 
-- 
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APPEKDIXB 
EVAJXATION OF EauATIOI'J (6) FOR TIP EE'FECTS 
For aspect-ratio limitations, see equation (5). 
Section Drag Increment- 
For L6p& 
mo ml 
*Catipc_~.+B+c 
4(t/$ - 
where A is evaluated in the region 
and Is equal to 
cash 
-1 Jml(l - mOmlp2) - dnb2( - ?l%2)+ &"l"o 
- 2 y - dmo ( ) 
cash -1 s"l 
-I- aml% - d"02 
Bmlmo(% - 9-> 
B is evaluated in the region d"om2(lcpml)-2amlm25y< 
3(l+ PI%) 
=% 
and is equal to 
_ 2 I+0 - ml)Y - &mdnll cosh-l y ($ - mo - m12%PT+ 2&mlm0 - dmo2(1 - m1$2) 
mJ=p 2@m1(+0 - ms - &mom11 
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and C is evaluated in the region %++h) -2* *% 
l+m$ - 
T- 
and is ecpal to 
Y + m2(a - 
- 2 (Y - amo> cod+ Bm2 (dmo 
a) 
s) 
1 For P >-, use the same formula0 as for 
i&f+ 
15 p 5 1. but 
mo ml 
change to dv and cash-' to ~08-1 in the firat 
$er~ only of both A an&B. 
Wing Drag Increment 
The increment in wing w&ve drag caused by the tip is identically 
equal to zero for all cases satisfying these aspect-ratio limitations. 
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Figure l.- Symbols and distrhtions of, sinks and sowces for a tapered whg. 
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Figure 2.- Mach Ilne configurations for tapered plan forms. 
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. 
Figure 3.- Information pertinent to integration limits in equations (4) and (8). 
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. 
Figure 4.- Distributions of section wave drag for various taper ratios. 
Aspect ratio, 2; Mach number, 3; sweepback of maximum-thickness 
line, 60’. 
t 
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(a) Aspect ratio, 2. 
3 
2 
I 
0 
LO d4 I!8 22 26 54 38 
rl 
(b) Aspect ratio, 3. 
Figure 67 Variation of whg wave-drag coefficient with Mach number for wings of constant 
fupect rat.fo. 2wespback of rtaxhmm-thlctiss line, 600. Mach lines axe parallel to 
the maximum-thlclmess line at M&h number 2.0. 
. 
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FIgme 6.- VEI,I%UOIX 0-f wing wave-drag 0oefWient with Mach number for wings of equal r00t 
bending stress. Sweepbaok of maximum-thiokmesa Une, W. Mach lines are parsUe 
to the maximum-thickness line at Mach number 2.0. 
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M 
Figure 7.- Variation of wing wave-drag coefficient with Ma0h number for wings of taper ratio 0. 
Sweepback of madmm-thickness lhe, OOO; Mach lhes are parallel to the maximum-thkkness 
line at Mach number 2.0. 
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Figure 8.- Variation of wing wave-drag coefficient with sweepback 
maximum-thickness line. Taper ratio, 0.5; aspect ratio, 2; 
Mach number, 3. 
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